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Motivation

• Attribution bias: Overconfidence systematically biases beliefs about external factors.

• We develop this idea into a theory of prejudice and discrimination:
• Agent is observing society, learning fromwhat he sees.
• Single non-standard assumption: he’s overconfident.

• Main mechanism:
Agent thinks that his outcomes are not good enough
⇒ he overestimates discrimination against his group(s);
⇒ he overestimates in-group members.

• Such beliefs will manifest themselves in discrimination and conflict
— but we intentionally consider on a model without actions, to focus on beliefs.
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Motivation -Why

• This theory explains patterns in beliefs that are not predicted by statistical or taste based
discrimination:

1 Prejudiced (more negative) views of other groups.
2 Disagreement about degrees of discrimination.

• Makes a variety of unique and subtle testable predictions:
In-group bias, Bias-substitution, .

• Deepens our understanding of prejudice and discrimination and complements existing
theories by clarifying the role ego-centric biases can play.

• Illustrates that misspecification can play an important role in understanding discrimination.
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Insights

1 Positively: testable novel theory of how biases about other people and groups can be caused
by overconfidence.

2 Conceptually: framework to think about how a person’s biases depend on his position in
society.

3 Methodologically: derive long-run beliefs in a high-dimensional model of misspecified
learning.
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Related Literature

1 Misspecified Learning
• Berk (1966), Esponda and Pouzo (2016), Heidhues, Kőszegi and Strack (2018b), Fudenberg, Romanyuk and

Strack (2017), Heidhues, Koszegi and Strack (2018a), Bohren (2016), Bohren and Hauser (2019a), Esponda
and Pouzo (2019), He (2019), Frick, Iijima and Ishii (2019b,a), Esponda, Pouzo and Yamamoto (2019)

• Here: no actions, but a high dimensional learning environment

2 Prejudice and group biases
• Frick, Iijima and Ishii (2022), Bohren and Hauser (2019b), Bohren, Haggag, Imas and Pope (2023)
• Large literature mostly in psychology and sociology on prejudice and stereotypes

3 Statistical discrimination
• Arrow (1973) and Phelps (1972)
• Discrimination arises from updating based on group characteristics
• Here: biases arise from updating based on misspecified model

4 Taste-based discrimination
• Becker (1957)

5 Implications of overconfidence
• Novel observation that overconfidence can cause prejudice
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Model



Model of Social Inferences

• G groups and I agents, each with
1 fixed “ability” ai ∈ R.
2 group membership gi ∈ {1, . . . ,G}

• Signals: Each agent i observes iid Normal signals of
1 Agent j ’s “success”

qj = aj +
K∑

k=1

ϕgj k θk + ϵqj ,

2 The intensity θk of type k discrimination

ηk = θk + ϵηk ,

• Discrimination:
• ϕgk ∈ R extend to which group g benefits from discrimination of type k .
• Is redistributive

∑
g mgϕgk = 0, wheremg is the share of group g .
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Information and Learning

• Overconfidence: i ’s ability is ai , but he believes it’s ãi > ai .

• Full Support:
• i doesn’t know other aj , θk , or the variance & correlation of ϵ.
• updates according to Bayes’ Rule.
• has full-support prior.

• We solve for long-run (limiting) beliefs.
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AFewComments

• Interpret main concepts generally.
• aj = ability/effort, deservingness of society’s recognition (for past behavior/work/honesty).
• qj = achievement, social respect (transfers, perks, etc.).

• Key assumption: persistent overconfidence:
• Supported by plenty of evidence from psychology, experimental economics, field settings.
• Capture as point beliefs, a technically convenient reduced form.
• Microfoundations: biased learning (in the paper), selective memory (Fudenberg et al, 2023).

• Wedon’t assume there’s no discrimination.
• Results are about views relative to truth and others’ views.

• We allow for signals about discrimination to discipline beliefs.
• Could be arbitrarily uninformative (variance of ϵη large).

• Our model of discrimination can be derived from amodel of competition (details).
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Characterization of Long-Run Beliefs

Theorem (Long-Run Biases)

Agent i ’s beliefs concentrate on a single (θ̃i , ãi , Σ̃) almost surely. His long-run bias about
discrimination of type k is

θ̃ik − θk =
−ϕgikv

η
k

vq
i +

∑
k′ ϕ2

gik′v
η
k′

· (ãi − Ai ), (1)

and his long-run bias about individual j ’s caliber is

ãij − Aj =

∑
k ϕgikϕgjkv

η
k

vq
i +

∑
k′ ϕ2

gik′v
η
k′

· (ãi − Ai ). (2)

• vη
k = var(ϵηk ), v

q
i = var(ϵqi ).

• Agent i ’s long-run beliefs are θ̃ik , ãij .
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Economic Implications



Implication 1: Self-Centered Views about Discrimination

θ̃ik = θk −
ϕgikv

η
k

vq
i +

∑
k′ ϕ2

gik′v
η
k′

· (ãi − Ai )

• Agent i
1 underestimated discrimination if he benefits from it ϕgi k > 0;
2 overestimates discrimination if he suffers from it ϕgi k < 0;
3 underestimates discrimination against competitor groups, e.g. groups g ′ with ϕgi kϕg′k < 0.

• Intuition:
• i is prone to feeling that his recognition is too low.
• Discrimination explains this perceived injustice.

• Predictions:
• Agent views discrimination against own group as worse than outsiders do.
• Supported by plenty of evidence from opinion surveys.
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Examples of Survey Evidence

1 Racial Discrimination:
• 88% of blacks say that “the country needs to continue making changes to give blacks equal rights with

whites,” while only 54% of whites and 69% of Hispanics do— and the gap used to be even higher (Pew
Research Center, 2017, Chapter 4).

• 70% of blacks, but only 37% of whites, say that blacks are treated less fairly by police than whites, with
similar gaps regarding the treatment of blacks in courts, stores, public schools, health care, and on the job
(Anderson, 2014).

• The majority of whites thinks that whites are discriminated against in America today, although most holding
this opinion have not personally experienced specific discrimination (National Public Radio et al., 2017).

2 Gender Discrimination:
• Similar gaps in opinions exist regarding gender discrimination.
• In a survey of STEM employees, 83% of men think that in their workplace women are usually treated fairly in

the recruitment and hiring process, but only 67% of women think so; and 77% of men say that women are
treated fairly in opportunities for promotion and advancement, but only 43% of women agree (Funk and
Parker, 2018).
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Aside: Relation toOtherModels of Discrimination

• Classical theories:
1 Statistical discrimination.
2 Taste-based discrimination.

• Neither explains biased beliefs.
1 Statistical discrimination: beliefs should be on average correct.
2 Taste-based discrimination: beliefs play no role.
3 Our theory predicts beliefs are biased in very specific directions.

• We hope that misspecification can help explain patterns not explained by standard theories
in the discrimination literature and thereby complement them.
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Implication 2: In-Group Bias

• Assume that information about group members is homogenous gi = gj ⇒ vq
i = vq

j .
• Ag be the average ability of group g ,
• ãgg ′ the average opinion of group g about group g ′

Proposition
1 In-GroupOverestimation: Each group overestimates itself relative to the truth (ãgg > Ag ),

but on average estimates groups correctly (
∑

g ′ mg ′ ãgg ′ =
∑

g ′ mg ′Ag ′ ).

2 Absolute In-Group Bias: If groups’ average ability (Ag ) are equal, then each group thinks
others in their group are better than the average (ãgg >

∑
g ′ mg ′ ãgg ′ ).

3 Relative In-GroupBias: On average, a group’s view of its fellowmembers relative to another
group’s members is positive:

∑
g ,g ′ mgmg ′(ãgg − ãgg ′) > 0.
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Intuition

• Part I says that on average, an agent overestimates other members of his group.

• Intuitively, as they are subject to the same discrimination, he overestimates discrimination
hurting fellow group members.

• Hence, attributes too much of their observed outcomes to ability.

• Agent understands that discrimination is redistributive.

• As a result, he estimates total caliber in the population correctly.

• Part II: If the average ability of groups are equal, then a person estimates his group to be
above this level, and other groups to be below it on average.

• More generally, the average person estimates the average other member of his group to be
better than average (Part III).
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Evidence

• Absolute in-group bias:
• Stylized fact in literature on prejudice.
• Goes back to Sumner (1906), Allport (1954), Tajfel (1982), and is documented in many studies.
• Also consistent with evidence on discriminatory behavior.

• Relative in-group bias:
• When we don’t see absolute in-group bias, there is usually relative in-group bias (see e.g.

Zussman (2013)).
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Implication 3: Biases Derive fromOverconfidence

Monotonicity in overconfidence:

• i ’s biases are increase in his overconfidence ãi − ai ,
• or his perception that he gets less than he deserves.
• “impostor syndrome”/underconfidence leads to opposite biases.
• Consistent with evidence that narcissistic individuals are more prejudiced (Cichocka et al.,
2017).
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Implication 4: The role of Competition

• Suppose that groups g and g ′ are initially not affected by the same types of discrimination,
i.e., ϕgkϕg ′k = 0 for all k .

• A new type of discrimination K + 1 arises that pits groups g and g ′ on opposite sides:
mgϕgK+1 +mg ′ϕg ′K+1 = 0, with ϕgK+1 ̸= 0.

Proposition

The new type of discrimination:

1 Competition Effect: Lowers the view of group g about group g ′.
2 Excuse Effect: Raises the view of group g about itself.
3 Bias Substitution: Raises the average view of group g about groups other than g and g ′.
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Intuition &Discussion

• Amember of group g overestimates discrimination in favor of group g ′.
• This lowers group g ’s opinion of group g ′ (Part I).
• Thinking of others as competitors lowers agent’s opinion of them.

• This is a basic tenet of group conflict theory.
• Example: racial mixing and immigration increase animus (Branton and Jones, 2005, Tabellini,

2019).
• Esses et al. (1998) find that manipulating the sense of competition with an immigrant group leads

subjects to see the group in a more negative light.

• New competition provides the person a new explanation for his and other group members
low recognition (Part II).

• Part (III): less bias about other groups as K + 1 can in part explain “too low” outcomes.
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Implication 6: Bias Substitution

• Changes in environment can lead to reallocating biases.
• There is a new social group that’s common competitor of existing groups (e.g., new
immigrants).

• This naturally introduces a new type of discrimination, namely discrimination against the new
group.

• i comes to view new group negatively but everyone else positively.

• Example: inflow of blacks into northern U.S. cities reduced stereotyping of Irish and Italians
(Fouka et al., 2019).

Skip to Personal Contact
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Implication 5: Useless/Harmful Types of Information

The effect of information:

• Better info about others’ outcomes (↓ vq
j ) has no effect on i ’s biases.

• Better info about own outcomes (↓ vq
i ) increases all of i ’s biases.

• “Bad luck” becomes worse explanation for low recognition, increasing need for other
explanations.

• More info about group k discrimination (↓ vη
k ) with ϕgik ̸= 0

1 decreases bias about group k discrimination
2 raises his bias regarding any other type of discrimination that affects him.
3 Raises his bias about the average ability of any group g not affected by discrimination of type k .
4 “bias substiution”: Male white university professor learns that there is no-discrimination against

men and now believes more in discrimination against whites.
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Extensions



AModel with Characteristics

• Individual j has characteristics cj = (cj1, . . . , cjK ) ∈ {0, 1}K .
• cjk = 1 means she has characteristic k (e.g., is female or black).
• A group consists of individuals who share all characteristics.
• Discrimination of type k redistributes recognition between individuals who have
characteristic k and those who do not

ϕck =

{
+1 if ck = 1

−1 if ck = 0
.

• Definition: Agent i is more similar to individual j than to individual j ′ if whenever i and j ′

share a characteristic, so does j .
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Proposition (Similarity Bias)

Consider the model with characteristics. If agent i is (strictly) more similar to j than to j ′, then i ’s
long-run bias regarding the caliber of j is (strictly) greater than his long-run bias regarding the
caliber of j ′, i.e., ãij − Aj ≥ ãij′ − Aj′ (ãij − Aj > ãij′ − Aj′ ).

• Similarity bias— that a person has a more positively biased opinion about more similar
others.

•
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Personal Contact

• Extension of model: i also observes signals of (some) individuals’ calibers.
• Can only solve special cases: two competing groups, observe equally informative signal about

everyone else’s ability.
• Then, biases vis a vis relevant group decrease.

• Similarly, observing more individuals lowers biases.

• Consistent with evidence for Allport’s (1954) “contact hypothesis.”
• Now, better information about the recognition of an out-group can increase prejudice
against it.

• General conclusion: whether information is beneficial crucially depends on its nature.

Skip Correlated Errors
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MultidimensionalMisspecified
Learning



MultidimensionalMisspecified Learning

• An agent makes inferences about a fixed vector of fundamentals

f = (f1, . . . , fL)
T ∈ RL,

• In each period t, he observes a signal

rt = M f + ϵt ,

• M ∈ RD×L is a matrix with rank L

• ϵt ∈ RD normally distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ

• Updates beliefs using Bayesian rule for a prior P0 over (f ,Σ)

• Assumption: Agent is misspecified and dogmatically believes fi = f̃i

• Question: What are the agent’s long-run beliefs?
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Theorem (Long-Run Beliefs)

The agent’s beliefs concentrate on a single point (f̃ , Σ̃). Furthermore:

1 If the agent has fixed beliefs Σ̃, but is uncertain about (f̃j)j ̸=i

f̃j − fj =
(MT Σ̃−1M)−1

ij

(MT Σ̃−1M)−1
ii

(f̃i − fi ). (3)

2 If the agent has fixed beliefs about (f̃j)j ̸=i but is uncertain about Σ̃

Σ̃− Σ = (M(f̃ − F ))(M(f̃ − F ))T . (4)

3 If the agent is uncertain about both (f̃j)j ̸=i and Σ̃

f̃j − fj =

(
MTΣ−1M

)−1
ij

(MTΣ−1M)
−1
ii

(f̃i − fi ), (5)

and his bias about the covariance matrix is given by (4).
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Conclusion

What did we do:

1 Theory of prejudice resulting from overconfidence.

2 Framework to think about individuals social biases.

3 Long-run beliefs in high-dimensional misspecified learning model.

Remarks:

• Testable specific predictions about social biases.
• In line with some evidence.
• Complements statistical and taste-based discrimination, which do not explain biased beliefs.

Question:

• Social interaction.
• Endogenous groups.
• Self-fulfilling prophecies.
• Conspiracy theories.
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Thank You
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Correlated Errors

• Suppose no groups (K = 0), so i observes unbiased signals of individuals’ calibers
(qj = aj + ϵj ).

• But generalize correlation structure: ϵj have covariance matrix Σq.

Proposition
Agent i ’s long-run bias about individual j is

ãij − aj =
Σq

ij

Σq
ii

(ãi − ai ),

while his bias about the covariance matrix is

Σ̃q
jj′ − Σq

jj′ = (ãij − aj)(ã
i
j′ − Aj′) .
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Micro-foundation for DiscriminationModel

• We take ϕk as exogenous, but they can be derived from amodel of competition.
• Left f (g , g ′)measure how often an individual of group g and g ′ compete.
• Let Gk be the groups benefitting from discrimination of type k
• We can define

ϕgk =

{∑
g ′∈G\Gk

f (g , g ′) if g ∈ Gk , and
−
∑

g ′∈Gk
f (g , g ′) if g ∈ G \ Gk .

(6)

• Intuitively, the impact of discrimination of type k on an individual is determined by how
many people he tends to compete with on the other side of the issue.

• Consistent with fierce competition with other members of their own group (e.g., whites
compete with each other for college spaces), i.e., f (g , g) is high.
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Correlated Errors

• Key implication: i overestimates (underestimates) j if j ’s recognition is positively
(negatively) correlatedwith his own.

• Intuition:
• Suppose i knowsΣq , and qi and qj are positively correlated.

• i thinks qi is systematically too low.
• He concludes qj must be systematically too low as well.
• So he overestimates j .

• But i misinfersΣq : overestimates covariance between qj and qj′ iff he misestimates j and j ′ in
same direction.

• Suppose he overestimates both individuals.
• Then, in a prototypical observation both qj and qj′ seem to him to be too low and therefore positively

correlated.
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